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The Infiniti Q45 is a full-size luxury car which was sold by Nissan 's Infiniti brand from until It is
a rear wheel drive , four-door sedan powered by a V8 engine. Early generations were based on
the automaker's Japanese -market flagship sedan, the Nissan President , while models
produced after were based on the slightly smaller Nissan Cima. Exports of the Q45 ceased after
, but the Cima continued to be sold in Japan until August , when production of both the Cima
and President ended. The first generation Q45 came to market in as a model. Its high-output 4.
The name for the Q45 was inspired by the term " Q-car ", implying a high-performance vehicle
without a high-performance appearance. At the time, Nissan was working on a program called
the " Movement," with the aim of making Nissan's the best handling lineup in the industry. In
terms of styling, the Q45 was a distinctive vehicle. Infiniti sought assistance from Italian
furniture maker Poltrona Frau , and attempted to redefine the modern luxury sedan by offering a
car with the usual amenities but with a decidedly modern bent. All the usual things were present
like a high-end Bose sound system, leather interior, power adjustable front passenger seats
with two position memory feature that also electrically adjusted the steering wheel, exterior
mirrors, one-touch power windows, digital climate control, and keyless entry system. However,
unlike competitors with cushy, couch-like seats, the Q45's leather seats were designed to be
noticeably firmer. Further, also notably absent was woodgrain, as there was none to be found
anywhere. The car's interior was crafted to appeal to the sense of touch, using padded surfaces
throughout the vehicle, with stark color contrasts such as a pearl white exterior with white
leather upholstery, interior door panels, and carpeting with black floor mats, center console and
dashboard. It was equipped with an ergonomically designed and located window switch on the
top of the door pull handle operated by the drivers thumb, and the instrument lighting being
much more noticeable at night than during the day, using a reverse effect of white light on the
gauges with black numbers. More sedate performance figures, slower steering except on the
Q45t, which retained the original Other changes include thicker glass, keyless remote, auto-dim
rear-view mirror, dipping side view mirrors, an improved transmission heat exchanger and
external ATF filter, new oval intake ports and revised disc injectors, and fog lights. Metal-backed
camshaft timing chain guides were added in to replace the earlier model's less reliable plastic
guides. The Q45 came in three variations: base, Q45t, and Q45a. HICAS and the faster steering
ratios was discontinued in the Q45t model and the Q45a model was not imported in In as a
model a full " active suspension FAS " was introduced. It employed 10 sensors sending signals
to microprocessor-controlled hydraulic actuators at each wheel. While Toyota 's Lexus LS and
Honda 's front-wheel drive flagship, the Acura Legend were a stunning success, Infiniti Q45
sales never took off due in part to a notorious advertising campaign which did not include
actual photos or information about the car. In the Infiniti brand was launched in Australia with
the sole model on offer being the Q The Japanese version had many options that never
appeared on the North American G The Nissan President platform added a new model called the
Nissan Cima in Japan, and Q45 in North America starting in ; this generation Q45 shared a
platform with the older Nissan Cedric and Gloria which were of the shorter executive car class.
This Q45 had a more conventional appearance but inferior performance with a smaller 4. From
this model, both the Q45 and the Cima were merged. The all-multilink suspension was changed
to struts at the front end, and was further tuned for comfort. The steering slowed down even
more to an Traction control was standard. None of this did much to help the car's sales; Q45
sales in the North American market remained much lower than sales of its primary competitor,
the Lexus LS. The Q45 Anniversary Edition had the highest trim level available for the
second-generation Q This trim level was standard on the models. The Q45t was the most
expensive vehicle in the Infiniti excluding the AE for lineup and offered enhanced performance,
a rear spoiler, heated seats, dynamically adjusted shock absorbers and other luxurious features
not available in a standard Q The car's appearance was slightly altered for For this year, HID
headlights were added and the analog clock returned. Minor styling changes were made to the
front and rear fascias. Numerous safety improvements in model were augmented in the and
models. Standard features for the second-generation Q45 included a leather interior with fake
woodgrain trim, but no dual climate control, a Bose audio system with eight speakers with an
in-dash single disc CD player, auto dimming rear view mirror, automatic light on and delay off
timer, and steering wheel-mounted cruise control and head unit control. Also standard was a
memorized adjustment system for the driver's seat and steering wheel. A CD changer and
heated seats were available as options. The car was sometimes derisively referred to as the
"Q41" due to its reduced displacement and lesser performance. Nearly all Infinitis before or
since have used a two-digit number following a letter to indicate displacement; the
second-generation Q was an exception as was the Nissan Pathfinder clone QX4. The car
featured a 5-speed automatic transmission with overdrive. Development began in , with exterior
designs under Mamori Aoki being frozen in and patented in March It was the first Infiniti with

laser Autonomous cruise control system. Despite good reviews, sales remained poor â€” just
were sold in the United States for all of The model was given a number of under the skin
upgrades including a new security system, a numerically higher final drive ratio for better
acceleration - decreasing highway fuel economy , reprogrammed TCU, and during the year, a
satellite radio option. The CD player was now a one at a time feed into the dash. The Q45
received a number of upgrades for the model year, including new front and rear fascias,
restyled hood and grille, restyled trunk lid, new headlight design, integrated fog lights and LED
taillights. Inside were new contoured double-stitched seats, white luminescent gauge markings,
chrome accents and dark maple trim. The following features were standard in the Q all-leather
interior, power sunroof, 8-way power front seats, remote keyless entry, rain-detecting wipers
and side curtain airbags. Standard electronics include: CD, 8 Bose speakers, trip computer ,
RearView Monitor parking camera system, and a voice-activated navigation system. The Q45
was the first vehicle to ever offer voice-activated navigation controls and a reverse parking
camera outside Japan, following the JDM Toyota Soarer. The Q45 was no longer exported to the
USA after , being unintentionally replaced by a newly redesigned M35 and M While the M45 has
a shorter length than the Q45, it boasts more interior room, greater performance, a superior rear
multilink suspension and front double wishbone , and much friendlier ergonomics, so it
succeeded the Q45 as Infiniti's flagship. A new Q flagship was anticipated by the end of the s
decade. According to Mark Igo, the general manager of Infiniti North America, "the new Q will
make the brand better, but it is questionable whether it will be very profitable". By August the
Nissan Cima, on which the final generation Q45 essentially was, had been discontinued in
Japan, along with its Nissan President sibling. This made the second generation Nissan Fuga
the marque's top-of-the-line flagship sedan. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
vehicle. Toyota Motor Corporation. Archived from the original PDF on Retrieved 2 February Next
Car. Retrieved 14 March Retrieved 15 July Jaguar S-type 4. Retrieved Motor Trend. Archived
from the original on Car And Driver. A division of Nissan. Infiniti Performance Line. Category
Commons. Infiniti , a division of Nissan Motor Co. Categories : Infiniti vehicles Rear-wheel-drive
vehicles Full-size vehicles Flagship vehicles Sedans s cars s cars Cars introduced in Vehicles
with four-wheel steering. Hidden categories: CS1 Japanese-language sources ja Articles with
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Compact car. Entry-level luxury car. Mid-size luxury car. Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact
crossover SUV. Mid-size crossover SUV. Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Not available in North
America. The Infiniti Q45 was a full-size luxury car sold by Nissan's Infiniti marque from until It
is a rear wheel drive, four-door sedan powered by a V8 engine. Early generations were based on
the automaker's Japanese-market flagship sedan, the Nissan President, while models produced
after were based on the slightly smaller Nissan Cima. Exports of the Q45 ceased after , but the
Cima continued to be sold domestically until August , when production of both the Cima and
President ended. The first generation Q45 came to market in as model. Its high-output 4. The
name for the Q45 was inspired by the term "Q-car", implying a high-performance vehicle without
a high-performance appearance. In terms of styling, the Q45 was a distinctive vehicle. Infiniti
sought assistance from Italian furniture maker Poltrona Frau, and attempted to redefine the
modern luxury sedan by offering a car with the usual amenities, such as a Bose sound system,
leather interior, power adjustable front passenger seats with two position memory feature that
also electrically adjusted the steering wheel and exterior mirrors, one-touch power windows,
digital climate control and keyless entry system. However, the leather seats were more firm than
other competitors, instead of cushy couch-like seats and a lack of chrome or woodgrain interior
trim. The car's interior was crafted to appeal to the sense of touch, using padded surfaces
throughout the vehicle, with stark color contrasts such as a pearl white exterior with white
leather upholstery, interior door panels, and carpeting with black floor mats, center console and
dashboard. It was equipped with ergonomically designed and located window switch on the top
of the door pull handle operated by the drivers thumb, and the instrument lighting being much
more noticeable at night than during the day, using a reverse effect of white light on the gauges
with black numbers. More sedate performance figures, slower steering except on the Q45t ,
which retained the original Other changes include thicker glass, keyless remote, auto-dim
rear-view mirror, dipping side view mirrors, an improved transmission heat exchanger and
external ATF filter, new oval intake ports and revised disc injectors, and fog lights. Metal-backed
camshaft timing chain guides were added in to replace the earlier model's less reliable plastic

guides. The Q45 came in three variations: base, Q45t and Q45a. HICAS and the faster steering
ratios was discontinued in the Q45t model and the Q45a model was not imported in While
Toyota's Lexus LS was a stunning success, Infiniti Q45 sales never took off due in part to a
notorious advertising campaign which did not include actual photos or information about the
car. Poor sales were also blamed on the car's unconventional styling, particularly the grille and
lack of interior woodgrain or chrome trim. In the Infiniti brand was launched in Australia with the
sole model on offer being the Q The G50 chassis continued in production in Japan until as the
President in both regular and extended wheelbase versions. The Japanese version had many
options that never appeared on the North American G This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't
have an account? Start a Wiki. First generation G50 The first generation Q45 came to market in
as model. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. The
Infiniti Q45 is a full-size luxury car which was sold by Nissan 's Infiniti brand from until It is a
rear wheel drive , four-door sedan powered by a V8 engine. Early generations were based on the
automaker's Japanese -market flagship sedan, the Nissan President , while models produced
after were based on the slightly smaller Nissan Cima. Exports of the Q45 ceased after , but the
Cima continued to be sold in Japan until August , when production of both the Cima and
President ended. The first generation Q45 came to market in as a model. Its high-output 4. The
name for the Q45 was inspired by the term " Q-car ", implying a high-performance vehicle
without a high-performance appearance. At the time, Nissan was working on a program called
the " Movement," with the aim of making Nissan's the best handling lineup in the industry. In
terms of styling, the Q45 was a distinctive vehicle. Infiniti sought assistance from Italian
furniture maker Poltrona Frau , and attempted to redefine the modern luxury sedan by offering a
car with the usual amenities but with a decidedly modern bent. All the usual things were present
like a high-end Bose sound system, leather interior, power adjustable front passenger seats
with two position memory feature that also electrically adjusted the steering wheel, exterior
mirrors, one-touch power windows, digital climate control, and keyless entry system. However,
unlike competitors with cushy, couch-like seats, the Q45's leather seats were designed to be
noticeably firmer. Further, also notably absent was woodgrain, as there was none to be found
anywhere. The car's interior was crafted to appeal to the sense of touch, using padded surfaces
throughout the vehicle, with stark color contrasts such as a pearl white exterior with white
leather upholstery, interior door panels, and carpeting with black floor mats, center console and
dashboard. It was equipped with an ergonomically designed and located window switch on the
top of the door pull handle operated by the drivers thumb, and the instrument lighting being
much more noticeable at night than during the day, using a reverse effect of white light on the
gauges with black numbers. More sedate performance figures, slower steering except on the
Q45t, which retained the original Other changes include thicker glass, keyless remote, auto-dim
rear-view mirror, dipping side view mirrors, an improved transmission heat exchanger and
external ATF filter, new oval intake ports and revised disc injectors, and fog lights. Metal-backed
camshaft timing chain guides were added in to replace the earlier model's less reliable plastic
guides. The Q45 came in three variations: base, Q45t, and Q45a. HICAS and the faster steering
ratios was discontinued in the Q45t model and the Q45a model was not imported in In as a
model a full " active suspension FAS " was introduced. It employed 10 sensors sending signals
to microprocessor-controlled hydraulic actuators at each wheel. While Toyota 's Lexus LS and
Honda 's front-wheel drive flagship, the Acura Legend were a stunning success, Infiniti Q45
sales never took off due in part to a notorious advertising campaign which did not include
actual photos or information about the car. In the Infiniti brand was launched in Australia with
the sole model on offer being the Q The Japanese version had many options that never
appeared on the North American G The Nissan President platform added a new model called the
Nissan Cima in Japan, and Q45 in North America starting in ; this generation Q45 shared a
platform with the older Nissan Cedric and Gloria which were of the shorter executive car class.
This Q45 had a more conventional appearance but inferior performance with a smaller 4. From
this model, both the Q45 and the Cima were merged. The all-multilink suspension was changed
to struts at the front end, and was further tuned for comfort. The steering slowed down even
more to an Traction control was standard. None of this did much to help the car's sales; Q45
sales in the North American market remained much lower than sales of its primary competitor,
the Lexus LS. The Q45 Anniversary Edition had the highest trim level available for the
second-generation Q This trim level was standard on the models. The Q45t was the most
expensive vehicle in the Infiniti excluding the AE for lineup and offered enhanced performance,
a rear spoiler, heated seats, dynamically adjusted shock absorbers and other luxurious features
not available in a standard Q The car's appearance was slightly altered for For this year, HID
headlights were added and the analog clock returned. Minor styling changes were made to the
front and rear fascias. Numerous safety improvements in model were augmented in the and

models. Standard features for the second-generation Q45 included a leather interior with fake
woodgrain trim, but no dual climate control, a Bose audio system with eight speakers with an
in-dash single disc CD player, auto dimming rear view mirror, automatic light on and delay off
timer, and steering wheel-mounted cruise control and head unit control. Also standard was a
memorized adjustment system for the driver's seat and steering wheel. A CD changer and
heated seats were available as options. The car was sometimes derisively referred to as the
"Q41" due to its reduced displacement and lesser performance. Nearly all Infinitis before or
since have used a two-digit number following a letter to indicate displacement; the
second-generation Q was an exception as was the Nissan Pathfinder clone QX4. The car
featured a 5-speed automatic transmission with overdrive. Development began in , with exterior
designs under Mamori Aoki being frozen in and patented in March It was the first Infiniti with
laser Autonomous cruise control system. Despite good reviews, sales remained poor â€” just
were sold in the United States for all of The model was given a number of under the skin
upgrades including a new security system, a numerically higher final drive ratio for better
acceleration - decreasing highway fuel economy , reprogrammed TCU, and during the year, a
satellite radio option. The CD player was now a one at a time feed into the dash. The Q45
received a number of upgrades for the model year, including new front and rear fascias,
restyled hood and grille, restyled trunk lid, new headlight design, integrated fog lights and LED
taillights. Inside were new contoured double-stitched seats, white luminescent gauge markings,
chrome accents and dark maple trim. The following features were standard in the Q all-leather
interior, power sunroof, 8-way power front seats, remote keyless entry, rain-detecting wipers
and side curtain airbags. Standard electronics include: CD, 8 Bose speakers, trip computer ,
RearView Monitor parking camera system, and a voice-activated navigation system. The Q45
was the first vehicle to ever offer voice-activated navigation controls and a reverse parking
camera outside Japan, following the JDM Toyota Soarer. The Q45 was no longer exported to the
USA after , being unintentionally replaced by a newly redesigned M35 and M While the M45 has
a shorter length than the Q45, it boasts more interior room, greater performance, a superior rear
multilink suspension and front double wishbone , and much friendlier ergonomics, so it
succeeded the Q45 as Infiniti's flagship. A new Q flagship was anticipated by the end of the s
decade. According to Mark Igo, the general manager of Infiniti North America, "the new Q will
make the brand better, but it is questionable whether it will be very profitable". By August the
Nissan Cima, on which the final generation Q45 essentially was, had been discontinued in
Japan, along with its Nissan President sibling. This made the second generation Nissan Fuga
the marque's top-of-the-line flagship sedan. Infiniti is the luxury vehicle division of Japanese
automaker Nissan. Infiniti officially started selling vehicles on November 8, , in North America.
The marketing network for Infiniti-branded vehicles included dealers in over 50 countries in the
s. As of , there are 25 markets served by new car dealers. The main markets are the U. Making
its sales debut in for the model year as the Datsun Maxima , it replaced the earlier Datsun The
name "Maxima" dates back to for the model year when the upscale sold as the " Maxima" in
North America. The Datsun brand was phased out in favor of Nissan in for the model year, thus
becoming the Nissan Maxima. The Nissan Pathfinder is a lineup of sport utility vehicles
manufactured by Nissan since , originally sharing Nissan's compact pickup truck platform, and
now in its fourth generation. The J30 went into production on April 7, as a model to replace the
M30, and was launched in the United States after its competitor, the Lexus GS. The car was
designed to slot between the smaller G20 and the larger Q45, as Infiniti's first mid-size sedan to
compete directly with the Acura Legend. Design work was frozen in The same car had been
launched in as the Toyota Aristo in Japan, while the Lexus-badged model did not appear until
Now in its fourth generation, the GS was sold only with the Toyota Aristo name in Japan until
the release of the third generation model in It was sold in the U. It was the first flagship sedan
sold under the Acura nameplate, until being renamed in as the Acura 3. The 3. The Nissan Fuga
is an mid-size luxury sedan produced by Japanese automaker Nissan since October It is built
on a wider, stretched wheelbase version of the Nissan FM platform. In North America and
Europe, the Fuga is sold as the second and third-generation Infiniti M, where it has been the
flagship of the Infiniti luxury division of Nissan since The Infiniti M is a line of mid-size luxury
executive cars from the Infiniti luxury division of Nissan. From on it has been marketed as the
Infiniti Q70 , reflecting the company's new naming scheme. The Nissan Cefiro is a mid-size car
that was produced by the Japanese automobile manufacturer Nissan Motors. After production
of the A31 stopped, the Cefiro dropped its sporting pretensions and essentially saw the
standalone Cefiro model deleted from the lineup. This came with the introduction of the A32 and
A33 Maxima, which took on the Cefiro nameplace in the Japanese domestic market although it
bore no mechanical relation to the A The second generation A32 and third A33 generation
Cefiro saw the switching to the front-wheel drive layout with a V6 engine. It is also badge

engineered as the Renault Samsung SM5. The Nissan Cedric is a large automobile produced by
Nissan since It was developed to provide upscale transportation, competing with the Prince
Skyline and Gloria which were later merged into the Nissan family. The Nissan President is a
Japanese luxury limousine that was produced by Nissan from to The car was mainly used by
corporate executives and government officials. It is a luxury sedan specifically aimed to the
Japanese market, where its main competitor was the Toyota Century. The President was the
company's flagship limousine, and was sold at Nissan Motor Store dealerships. The Nissan
Cima is a luxury sedan produced by Nissan for the Japanese market. The car's name is derived
from Spanish for "summit". The hood ornament uses an image of an acanthus leaf. The
acanthus leaf was commonly used by classical Greeks to make a wreath for use as a crown. The
Infiniti G-series is a line of compact executive car produced by the Infiniti division of Nissan for
the â€” and â€”present model years. The first two generations of the Infiniti G were sedans
based on the Nissan Primera. Beginning with its third generation V35 , the Infiniti G have been
rebadged versions of the Nissan Skyline line of sedans and coupes that were exported to the
United States and Canada. The current incarnation is the fourth generation V36 which
introduced the hardtop coupe convertible. The Leopard began life in and was discontinued in
The Leopard were initially based on the Japanese market Nissan Skyline and Nissan Laurel,
then later based on the chassis of their Nissan Cedric and Nissan Gloria contemporaries and
were rear wheel drive. Final versions were the contributing factors to Nissan's Infiniti M and J
products. The Mitsubishi Proudia is a luxury car manufactured by Mitsubishi Motors, positioned
just below the flagship Mitsubishi Dignity limousine in the company's range. Its name is a
portmanteau derived from the English word "proud", and "diamond", In Japan, it was sold in as
a large luxury sedan exclusive to Japanese buyers, and was reintroduced to Japan based on the
Nissan Fuga. It was sold at a specific retail chain called Galant Shop. The Toyota Crown Majesta
is a full-size premium luxury automobile from Toyota. It is an upmarket variant of the Crown and
serve as Toyota's flagship model in various countries. The Honda Vigor is a premium sedan that
was derived from the Honda Accord. Early Vigors were more upmarket versions of the Accord,
and served as Honda's flagship until the arrival of the Honda Legend. In , the Vigor would
differentiate itself further from the Accord with unique styling and an available longitudinal
five-cylinder engine, and a twin to the Vigor was introduced with the Honda Inspire, available at
Honda Clio dealerships. The Oldsmobile Touring Sedan is a full-size car that was produced by
Oldsmobile. Marketed from to , two generations of the Touring Sedan were produced.
Introduced to commemorate the 90th anniversary of Oldsmobile, the model also was an attempt
by General Motors to better differentiate Oldsmobile from Buick by marketing it to younger,
upscale buyers. The Infiniti Q50 is a compact executive car that replaced the Infiniti G sedan,
manufactured by Nissan's Infiniti luxury brand. The new model debuted at the North American
International Auto Show and went on sale in North America in the third quarter and in Europe in
fourth quarter First generation G50; â€” First generation G50 facelifted version. Toyota Motor
Corporation. Archived from the original PDF on Retrieved 2 February Next Car. Retrieved 14
March Retrieved 15 July Jaguar S-type 4. Retrieved Motor Trend. Archived from the original on
Car And Driver. A division of Nissan. Infiniti Performance Line. Category Commons. Infiniti , a
division of Nissan Motor Co. Images, videos and audio are available under their respective
licenses. Infiniti Nissan. Japan: Kaminokawa, Tochigi. Full-size luxury car. FR layout. Nissan
Infiniti Q45 Japan and Australia [1]. Shunji Yamanaka [2] [3]. Mamoru Aoki Yasuhiro Tani
facelift: [9]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Infiniti Q Compact car. Entry-level luxury
car. Mid-size luxury car. Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact crossover SUV. Mid-size
crossover SUV. Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Not available in North America. The Infiniti M is a
line of mid-size luxury executive cars from the Infiniti luxury division of Nissan. From model
year on it has been marketed as the Infiniti Q70 , reflecting the company's new naming scheme.
After a long hiatus, the M nameplate was used for Infiniti's mid-luxury sedans executive cars.
First was the short-lived M45 sedan, a rebadged version of the Japanese-spec Nissan Gloria. It
was launched alongside the flagship Q45 in for the model year, and was intended as a stopgap
until the later introduction of the G20 and J30 sedans. The M30 was a Japanese car designed for
the Japanese market; when it came to America, there was very little change and interior room,
style, and ergonomics remained rather outdated. The M30 used a left-hand drive version of the
angular dashboard from the R31 generation Nissan Skyline, rather than the rounded "Kouki"
dashboard seen in the Leopard. The Infiniti M30 was powered by a 3. Standard equipment
included a driver's airbag, anti-lock brakes, an anti-theft security system with an engine
immobilizer, Nissan Sonar Suspension II, and leather upholstery. Other standard equipment
included a 4 speaker Nissan-Bose audio system with a cassette player and an electric mast
antenna, automatic climate control, cruise control, a power moonroof, power windows, power
locks, and power mirrors. Infiniti emphasized comfort and luxury, as well as simplicity.

Although dealerships offered an in-car cellular telephone and in-dash CD player as accessories,
the M30 had no factory options. A convertible was introduced for the model year. The electric
canvas top featured fully automatic push-button operation. Unlike the coupe, the M30
convertibles utilized manual climate controls, and a standard Active Sound audio system. The
convertible model was never officially sold in Japan, and was exclusive to the US market,
although convertibles have been imported to Japan in the last few years by collectors. The M30
was discontinued after the model year following a production run of approximately 17, cars.
Ferie chassis code Y For the model year, the cable-type speedometer became electric,
instrument cluster typeface changed to match that of the Q45, and fuel and coolant temperature
gauges were switched. The driver's and passenger's side door keyhole and interior dome light
would illuminate upon pulling the outer door handle while the vehicle was locked. Selective
door lock logic allowed unlocking of the passenger door from the driver's keyhole by turning
the key twice. All models gained the addition of a central locking switch next to the Sonar
Suspension II selector, and the intake plenum cover changed to display the Infiniti logo, rather
than the Nissan logo and the "V6 " script on and cars. Power came from Nissan's 3. The
differential was a Nissan open R unit. Infiniti marketed the car as a luxury sports coupe, and its
relatively low power output, combined with the absence of a manual transmission, hampered its
performance and sporting image. Using a sonar sensor mounted underneath the front bumper
that scanned the road surface ahead of the vehicle, it would instantly change damping based on
varying road surfaces, using individual actuators on each shock absorber. A center
console-mounted switch allowed drivers to choose between Comfort soft and Sport firm
suspension modes. Other differences includes a completely different rear multi-link suspension
design. In place of the stamped steel front lower arm, the Y34 M45 has a cast aluminum lower
A-arm. The M45 allowed Infiniti to expand the use of the 4. The Q45 was no longer imported
from Japan after the model year, making the M45 the flagship car of the Infiniti marque. The
automotive press awarded the Y50 Infiniti M several best-in-class awards in direct comparisons
against its competitors in the midsize luxury segment. Reviewers cited the M35 and M45's
driving involvement and handling dynamics over the GS and E-Class while having superior
ergonomics to the 5 Series; furthermore the M was equipped and priced competitively against
its German rivals. The M is near or at the top of its class of every interior dimension, actually
breaking into the United States Environmental Protection Agency "large" category depending
on which option packages are selected. Despite the positive press accolades, the Infiniti M did
not manage to gain a significant market share in the mid-luxury market, which was dominated
by the Mercedes E-Class and BMW 5 Series. The Infiniti G 37 sedan and coupe, competing in the
entry-level luxury sport category, accounted for half of the marque's sales as of For that model
year while the G Series received 7-speed automatic transmissions across the lineup, only the
M35 RWD was upgraded to a 7-speed automatic while the rest of the nameplate retained the
aging 5-speed automatic. For the model year, the Infiniti M received a minor model update. The
M45 gets optional all wheel drive M45x , all models get new front and rear fascias, slightly
revised tail lights, and redesigned blue-and-white gauges as opposed to the previous orange
ones. Other new features on the model include touch screen hard drive based navigation, iPod
integration, and a music hard drive. The M35x, M45, and M45x retained the five-speed automatic.
The Y51, designed by Hideo Komuro during and under the supervision of Shiro Nakamura , took
on a more organic look. It went on sale in the US on March 1, It was launched in Europe at the
Geneva Motor Show. A driving mode selector knob has been installed as standard equipment
on all models, situated below the transmission gear lever and between the heated and ventilated
front seat controls, providing four selections labeled "Standard", "Sport", "Eco", and "Snow",
allowing the 7-speed transmission, engine and various systems to optimize driving based on
varying conditions. To minimize exhaust noise intrusion into the passenger compartment from
the engine at low rpms, "Active Noise Control" has been installed. Double-piston shock
absorbers, developed by Kayaba Industry Company, have replaced the ones previously
supplied by Hitachi. The 5. The extended length version of the Fuga, known as the Cima , is
offered as the Infiniti Q70L beginning from model year The M37 and M56 will have all-wheel
drive optional, badged as M37x and M56x, respectively. Safety technology has also been
introduced, such as Lane Departure Prevention , which uses a small camera mounted above the
rearview mirror to gauge distance from the lane markers, and will lightly tap selected brakes
when necessary to help ease the car back into the correct lane. It will allow for unimpeded lane
changes when the turn signal is used, and will yield control to the driver at all times. Blind Spot
Intervention System uses sensors to provide a visual warning in the side view mirror. If the car
senses that movement towards the obstacle is occurring, it will provide an audible warning and
will apply opposite side brakes to guide the vehicle into the correct lane. The Infiniti M Hybrid,
to be sold as the Nissan Fuga Hybrid in Japan where it is the top performance trim there, will

introduce Nissan's first in-house developed electric hybrid technology, and the carmaker claims
it will double the fuel economy of its gasoline-powered version. The hybrid includes one electric
motor and two clutches to allow the 3. The lithium-ion battery pack will come from the Infiniti
Essence. The batteries are installed upright behind the rear seats. The main sacrifices are that
the luggage compartment space is reduced, the hybrid's rear seats are fixed in place and
cannot fold down, and all-wheel drive is not available. Reviewers have considered the Infiniti
M35h, along with the Porsche Panamera S Hybrid which also debuted in the same calendar
year, as among the best executed hybrid performance luxury cars. Earlier hybrids such as the
Lexus GS h used a CVT for fuel economy at the cost of driving dynamics, while the BMW
ActiveHybrid 7 which has an automatic transmission did not feature significantly improved
mileage over its gasoline counterpart. On August 23, , the Infiniti M35h set an official Guinness
world record for the world's fastest accelerating production full hybrid. The M35h averaged
Guinness adjudicators were present to witness the run and certify the record. In , at the Geneva
Motor Show , the Infiniti M was introduced with a diesel engine for the first time. It will be sold
across Europe starting in September In western Europe, this V6 performance diesel will be
offered as a high performance option in lieu of the M56 V8. The M30d will not be sold in the US
or Canada. In , Nissan confirmed that the Infiniti Q70, Q70L, Q30, and QX30 models will be
discontinued after the model year due to poor sales as people in Canada, Mexico, and the
United States prefer to purchase crossovers and SUVs instead of sedans, hatchbacks, estates,
convertibles, and coupes. Another reason for the discontinuation is also caused by Nissan's
plans to withdraw the Infiniti brand from the Australian, New Zealand, South Korean, Hong
Kong, Vietnamese, Indonesian, Malaysian, and West European markets by the end of , with
Nissan already withdrawing the Infiniti brand from the South African market in due to losses
and poor sales. Nissan has no plans of abandoning sedans entirely and plans on possibly
introducing an Infiniti EV vehicle in for the model year based from QS Inspiration concept. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the current Japanese domestic version, see Nissan Fuga.
Motor vehicle. Archived from the original on 25 July Retrieved December 27, Archived from the
original on Retrieved JB car pages. The New York Times. Motor Trend. Car and Driver. The Truth
About Cars. The article has a video with the Leaf warning sounds. National Post. Archived from
the original on August 18, Retrieved September 23, Popular Mechanics. Good Car Bad Car.
Retrieved 25 March A division of Nissan. Infiniti Performance Line. Category Commons. Infiniti ,
a division of Nissan Motor Co. Hidden categories: CS1 maint: archived copy as title Articles with
short description Short description is different from Wikidata Commons category link is on
Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Infiniti I Infiniti J Musashimurayama , Japan. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Infiniti G37 Cabrio.
Nissan Cedric Nissan Gloria. Michinari Chiba [7] [8]. Infiniti M37 S Europe. Compact car.
Entry-level luxury car. Mid-size luxury car. Full-size luxury car. Subcompact crossover SUV.
Compact crossover SUV. Mid-size crossover SUV. Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Not available in
North America. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Infiniti M. The Infiniti Q45 was Infiniti
's first 4-door sedan ever produced. In some ways, the Q45 and arch-rival Lexus LS were the
most important automobile models since the beginning of the '90s. They introduced the new
"softer, gentler" way of marketing cars, proved that Japanese companies can build world-class
luxury sedans, raised consumer satisfaction to previously new heights and also provided some
fine automobiles to their lucky owners. Physically, the Q45 was as large or larger than any of its
competitors and, thanks to its hp V8, capable of the same mph performance. The Q45 was given
a new Jaguarlike grille, an airdam with auxiliary foglights, larger headlights, different taillights
and more eye-catching trim. The leather-covered interior featured a way power driver's seat and
8-way power passenger seat, both with power head restraints, a fancy Bose sound system and
many other convenience features. The sophisticated rear-drive chassis became standard with a
limited-slip differential, power steering and ABS disc brakes. There were two upgrade packages
sold as separate models: The Q45t added alloy wheels and a CD changer. The Q45a had traction
control and the only truly active suspension system available on a production car. Traction
control was an option on the other models. Bottom line, the Q45 was big, fast, comfortable and
competitive with European 4-door luxury and sport sedans that costed twice as much. This wiki.
This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Categories :. Cancel Save.
Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Infiniti officially started selling
vehicles on November 8, , in North America. The marketing network for Infiniti-branded vehicles
included dealers in over 50 countries in the s. The main markets are the U. In January chief
executive Hiroto Saikawa announced that the Infiniti brand would be transformed into an
electric brand, with all new vehicles either being hybrid or all electric by In , Infiniti moved its
global headquarters from the Nissan corporate building in Yokohama and incorporated in Hong

Kong as Infiniti Global Limited , with Carlos Ghosn intending for Infiniti to have a greater focus
on the burgeoning luxury market in mainland China as it forecast the country to become the
largest luxury car market. Infiniti is in the process of moving its headquarters from Hong Kong
back to Yokohama as of The Infiniti marque is not used in Japan. However, the Infiniti Q50 is
sold as a Nissan Skyline in Japan and retains Infiniti badging, though without the Infiniti brand
or name. Most Infiniti models have direct equivalents in the Japanese domestic market Nissan
lineup. The Infiniti brand was introduced in the United States in The marketing strategy was to
target the premium vehicle segments in the United States that would not have otherwise fit in
with Nissan's more mainstream image, and partially influenced by the Plaza Accord of The
brand was created around the same time as Japanese rivals Toyota and Honda developed their
Lexus and Acura premium brands. The Japanese government imposed voluntary export
restraints for the U. The Infiniti marque was launched with two models, the Q45 , and the M30
that were previously sold at Japanese Nissan Motor Store dealership networks. A second model
was introduced in November , the 2-door M30 , a badge engineered Nissan Leopard. It remained
in production for three years as an alternative to the Lexus SC. The M30 convertible weighed
even more, due to the required body and chassis reinforcements. The appearance of the M30
had almost no resemblance to the larger Q45, and the interior was almost completely different.
Infiniti did not offer a mid-luxury sedan to match the first Japanese luxury sedan introduced to
North America, the Acura Legend , which was later joined by the Lexus GS. Infiniti's first
offering in the entry-level luxury segment was the Infiniti J30 , which had to compete with the
revised Lexus ES and was unsuccessful owing to its small interior and unusual styling to which
it was succeeded in by the Infiniti I series introduced previously in April , related to the Nissan
Maxima and in by the Infiniti G According to the company, the Infiniti badge has a double
meaning, as stylized representations of both a road extending into the horizon and of Mount
Fuji , reflecting its Japanese origins. Infiniti sales were slow. The company's initial campaign
aimed to bring about brand awareness with Zen -influenced spots that focused on nature and
tranquility, without showing the actual cars. Some buyers had faux wood appliques added to
areas surrounding the center console and around the interior door handles. The only item that
had a bright appearance was the centrally installed analog clock in all models, a design that is
currently maintained by the designers. By the mids, Infiniti was lagging behind Lexus and Acura
in sales. The Q45 had retreated considerably from its focused, taut rendition of a sporty full-size
luxury sedan, having become a barely recognizable, ponderously handling sedan that earned
the nickname "The Japanese Lincoln". The second generation G20 was marketed as a
competitor to European entry-level luxury sport sedans, but it now weighed more than the first
generation version. Because Infiniti continued to use the SR20DE four-cylinder engine and
compact size, it fell short of sales expectations. The G20 was also marketed primarily to the
wrong demographic, that being middle-aged professional women, and as such it was not as
popular new as its main competition, the similarly priced Acura Integra. In late , Infiniti released
the QX4 , modifying and adding premium accommodations to the Nissan Pathfinder , becoming
one of the first luxury car manufacturers to offer a mid-size premium SUV. Sales and the brand,
bereft of an image or a following, floundered. By , large Japanese companies were feeling the
effect of the Japanese asset price bubble , and the reduced desirability of Infiniti's led to its
facing extinction. The company rededicated itself to developing a dynamic and powerful line-up
of sporty luxury cars. This coincided with parent company Nissan entering into an alliance with
Renault under the direction of Carlos Ghosn and the Nissan Revival Plan. Car and Driver
reported that Infiniti executives invited members of the motoring press to a meeting where they
"swore never again to take their eyes off BMW. In Japan, Nissan had a well established
reputation with premium level performance sedans after Nissan acquired the Prince Motor
Company and integrated the Nissan Skyline , Nissan Laurel and Nissan Gloria , originally Prince
vehicles, in â€” The FX used the same components as the G35 sport coupe and was designed
for American tastes. It combined good handling and performance with station wagon -like
versatility and all-weather capability. In , Infiniti added an all-wheel drive version of the G35
sports sedan to compete with similar all-wheel drive sports sedans from Audi and BMW. This
was the Infiniti QX56 based on the U. In November for the model year a redesigned version of
the G35 sedan was launched, followed in August by a new version of the company's G coupe,
the G Also released in December was new Infiniti EX35 compact crossover, Infiniti's entry into
the compact luxury crossover market. The EX shared the G35's 3. Infiniti Europe's headquarters
are in Rolle, Switzerland. Featured are new powertrains: the 5. The lithium-ion battery pack was
first displayed in the Essence concept car. The new Infiniti M made its European debut at the
show. This has been attributed to their SUVs including crossovers which have been seen as
determinedly aimed at the narrowest of niches, a lost opportunity as SUVs are popular in the U.
In contrast, at archrival Lexus, SUVs contributed half of the sales volume. In , Infiniti sales fell,

while other import luxury vehicles were doing well. Nissan announced the return of front-wheel
drive to the Infiniti lineup on August 30, with the release of the Infiniti JX. In mid Infiniti
announced their Q30 Concept car would get its world premiere at the Frankfurt Motor Show , a
move which would see Infiniti start an aggressive strategy to extend the Infiniti brand into new
premium segments. Known to many in the media , Simone had previously worked for Pirelli and
Ferrari. Johan de Nysschen was appointed to head the Infiniti division in Infiniti Chairman Andy
Palmer assumed de Nysschen's responsibilities. This is due to a combination of poor sales,
tough competition from European luxury brands primarily Mercedes-Benz, BMW, and Audi , and
the uncertain Brexit outcome. Infiniti stated its intent to focus on the U. Subsequently, the QX30
and Q30 produced at the Nissan factory in Sunderland were to cease production. An " x "
following the engine displacement of Infiniti sedans denoted an all wheel drive model e. Infiniti
G35x , " s " denoted a sport package, " h " denoted a hybrid model, " d " denoted a diesel model
e. M30d and a " t " for a Touring model older models only. In , Infiniti's model designation
changed to the coupes and sedans starting with the letter Q, the SUVs and crossovers starting
with the letters QX, and a number reflecting the model's place in the brand lineup. Infiniti
sedans and coupes are based on the Nissan FM platform. The center of the engine is placed
behind the front wheels. Eddie Cheever resulted third in the season. The IRL program was
quietly wrapped after the season after only a few wins. The establishment of Renault F1 Team in
by the Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi alliance partner provided Infiniti with the opportunity to evolve
its involvement in Formula One, [41] collaborating on three main projects. Christie Brinkley ,
who played the blonde in the movie and drove a Ferrari , sits next to Embry. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. This article is about the car brand. For other uses, see Infiniti
disambiguation. Peyman Kargar Chairman. Main article: List of Infiniti vehicles. Further
information: Infiniti Performance Line. This section needs expansion. You can help by adding to
it. July Retrieved Archived from the original on 2 February Retrieved 31 January South China
Morning Post. Retrieved 29 September Retrieved 2 February BBC News. Retrieved 15 August
Crain Communications. Archived from the original on Retrieved 28 August Retrieved 17 August
Wall Street Jurnal. Retrieved 10 August Retrieved 12 April News Corp Australia. Stuff Limited.
Nissan Online Newsroom. Popular Mechanics. Retrieved 27 August Archived from the original
on 11 July Retrieved 1 March BBC Sport. Renault Sport Racing. Retrieved 3 February Infiniti
Motor Company Ltd. Retrieved 15 December Retrieved 12 October Retrieved 6 March Top Gear.
Retrieved 1 October Retrieved 21 March Retrieved 24 July A division of Nissan. Infiniti
Performance Line. Category Commons. Infiniti , a division of Nissan Motor Co. Nissan Motor
Company. Alfa Romeo Nissan Autoveicoli S. HR UD. Automotive industry in Japan. Toyota
Factories. Autobacs Seven Yanase Imported Cars. Category Note: defunct companies and
marques above are shown in italics. Automotive industry in the United States. Automotive
industry in China. Automotive industry Economy of China Transport in China. Categories :
Infiniti Car manufacturers of Japan Luxury motor vehicle manufacturers Cars introduced in
Vehicle manufacturing companies established in establishments in Japan Car manufacturers of
Hong Kong IndyCar Series engine manufacturers Car brands Car manufacturers Companies
established in Hidden categories: Articles containing Japanese-language text All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from November Articles with
unsourced statements from September Articles with unsourced statements from August
Articles to be expanded from July All articles to be expanded Articles using small message
boxes Commons link is locally defined. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Yokohama , Japan. Luxury vehicles. Compact car. Entry-level
luxury car. Mid-size luxury car. Full-size luxury car. Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact
crossover SUV. Mid-size crossover SUV. Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Not available in North
America. Straight-3 HR UD. The Infiniti Q45 was a full-size luxury car and that served as the
flagship of Nissan 's Infiniti marque. It is a rear wheel drive luxury sedan powered by a V8
engine. The original Infiniti Q45 was based on the Japanese-market Nissan President the
flagship of the entire Nissan lineup at the time , but later generations were based on the
lower-end Nissan Cima. Mention any minor facelifts or major changes made to the vehicle here.
Certain vehicles come in different trim levels or body styles. Features and major options should
be mentioned here. As seen on the FuelEconomy. If there are hybrid versions of this vehicle
manufactured, then please elaborate a little bit on it here. If there are any features of this vehicle
that sets it apart from other vehicles in its class, then mention those unique attributes here.
Please make sure to keep critiques in a third-person point of view. If using criticisms from a
reputable automotive source, then please make sure to cite the quote. The Q45 was completely
redesigned for no model was offered , now based on the new platform shared by both the Cima
and the President. The car features a 5-speed automatic transmission with overdrive. Despite

good reviews, sales remained poor â€” just were sold in the United States for all of The was
given a number of under the skin upgrades including a new security system, a numerically
higher final drive ratio, reprogrammed TCU, and during the year, a satellite radio option. The CD
player was now a one at a time feed into the dash. The Q45 received a number of upgrades for
the model year, including new front and rear fascias, restyled hood and grille, restyled trunk lid,
new headlight design, integrated fog lights and LED taillights. Inside were new contoured
double-stitched seats, white luminescent gauge markings, chrome accents and dark maple trim.
The following features are standard in the Q all-leather interior, power sunroof, 8-way power
front seats, remote keyless entry, rain-detecting wipers and side curtain airbags. Standard
electronics include: CD, 8 Bose speakers, trip computer, rear camera parking sensors and a
voice-activated navigation system. The Q45 was the first vehicle to ever offer voice-activated
navigation controls. The Q45 was moved off the Nissan President platform to the new lower-end
Nissan Cima platform in This Q45 had a more conventional appearance some in the automotive
press dubbed this a "Japanese Buick" and a smaller 4. From this model, both the Q45 and the
Cima were merged together. The all-multilink suspension was changed to struts at the front
end, and was further tuned for comfort. The steering slowed down even more to an None of this
did much to help the car's sales; Q45 sales in the North American market remained much lower
than sales of its primary competitor, the Lexus LS. Traction control and a VLSD were standard.
The Q45 Anniversary Edition was the highest trim level available for the second-generation Q
This trim level was standard on the models. The Q45t was the most expensive vehicle in the
Infiniti excluding the AE for lineup and offered enhanced performance, a rear spoiler, heated
seats, dynamically adjusted shock absorbers and other luxurious features not available in a
standard Q The car's appearance was slightly altered for For this year, HID headlights were
added and the analog clock returned. Minor styling changes were made to the front and rear
fascias. Numerous safety improvements in model were augmented in the and models. Standard
features for the second-generation Q45 included a leather interior with exotic woodgrain trim,
but no dual climate control, a Bose audio system with eight speakers with an in-dash single
disc CD player, auto dimming rear view mirror, automatic light on and delay off timer, and
steering wheel-mounted cruise control and head unit control. Also standard was a memorized
adjustment system for the driver's seat and steering wheel. An electronic sunroof and heated
seats were available as options. The first Q45 came to market in as model. Car magazines and
reviewers were impressed by the Q45's performance such as a mph acceleration time of 6. At
the time, its targeted competitors such as the Mercedes S-Class , BMW 7-Series , Jaguar XJ and
Cadillac Fleetwood had much bigger engines with horsepower ratings in the lower hp range and
mph times at an average of seconds. One can arguably say that the introduction of luxury
performance sedans such as the Q45 and its main competitor, the Lexus LS , had triggered the
luxury car market into realizing that fullsize, high-priced luxury sedans should provide
better-than-average performance as well as provide luxurious amenities. The short run included
standard first gear start. In terms of styling, the Q45 was a distinctive vehicle. Infiniti attempted
to redefine the modern luxury sedan by offering a car with rather spartan amenities such as firm
leather seats instead of cushy couch-like seats and no chrome or woodgrain interior trim. The
Q45's grille also shied buyers away with its unusual appearance. Thicker glass, keyless remote,
auto-dim rearview mirror, dipping side view mirrors, an improved transmission heat exchanger
and external ATF filter, new oval intake ports and revised disc injectors, lower ratio 1st and 2nd
gears, fog lights, and metal backed camshaft timing chain guides were added in The Q45 came
in three variations: base, Q45t and Q45a. The Q45t and Q45a featured a rear stabilizer bar with
the a model being larger in diameter and both models having a 1 mm smaller in diameter front
sway bar, rear spoiler, BBS forged alloy wheels, and 4-wheel steering. The Q45 renamed Q45a
from had the world's first active actually semi-active suspension. HICAS and the faster steering
ratios was discontinued in the Q45t model and the Q45a model was not imported in Sales never
took off due in part to a notorious advertising campaign which did not include actual photos or
information about the car.
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Poor sales were also blamed on the car's unconventional styling. The G50 chassis continued
in production in Japan until as the President in both regular and extended wheelbase versions.
Many options that never appeared on US G50 were available. If the vehicle is sold in other
markets worldwide, then this is the section to mention that information. Refer to any pop-culture
tidbits about the vehicle in this section. List out notable awards that the model has recieved
while in production. Boldface the company or orgainization that gives out the award, and
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